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A STUDY OF ALL-FLUID, HIGH-TEMPERATURE-
SENSING PROBES
By R. G. Bailey
L. L. Sherwood
K. E. Solie
J. B. Starr
E. G. Zoerb
SUMMARY
This document summarizes the work accomplished during a one-year study
and hardware development effort by Honeywell Inc. Systems and Research
Center on NASA Contract NAS7-412, "Study of All-Fluid High-Temperature
Sensing Probes".
The ability of fluidic devices to sense and to control has brought to light
many new applications for this broad new technology. This work applies the
fluid oscillator concept to the development of a probe for measuring high
stagnation temperatures in high-Mach fluid streams. The probe developed
utilizes the velocity of propagation of an acoustic signal in a small cavity
to cause oscillatory pressure fluctuations which are related in frequency to
the temperature of the operating gas.
The purpose of the study was to develop the fluid oscillator temperature
sensor concept into working hardware of a size and design which would be of
broad general use and which could be used in wind tunnel work and other
similar gas measuring applications. Specifically, the probe may be used in
measuring total temperature distributions in viscid and inviscid flow fields
of hypersonic inlet models and in the inviscid flow field of hypersonic wind
tunnels.
Prior to contract initiation, the fluid oscillator temperature sensing method
was basically understood; however, existing hardware was too large and
cumbersome to be used as a temperature probe. The study scope, therefore,
consisted of the miniaturization of existing hardware designs, the develop-
ment of suitable readout schemes, and the mechanical design, fabrication,
testing and calibration of the probes. Materials evaluation studies were
included to help select those materials which would serve best for the probe
application.
This temperature sensing concept utilizes a single material for construction
and will accept a wide range of inlet temperatures, from room temperature
to a temperature approaching the melting point of the material of which
the probes are constructed. It was anticipated that a single material of
high-temperature capability could be found, and a significant part of the
contract effort was directed toward material evaluation and fabrication
studies.
One particular chrome composite material (Bendix Aerospace Chrome-30)
was found which could be fabricated relatively easily and which could with-
I
stand 3500°R in an oxidizing environment. Three probes delivered on the
contract were constructed of this material. Two additional probes delivered
were constructed of Inconel 702 and were usable to 2200°R.
Low inlet pressures affect the probe operating frequency. For the delivered
probes, inlet pressures from 1 psia to 7.5 psia require a correction for inlet
pressure. Pressures from 7.5 psia to 80 psia do not affect probe frequency.
Above 80 psia the sensor signal becomes noisy. Design variations may shift
the pressure operating range of the probe somewhat; however, as the low
end of the range becomes more insensitive to pressure variations, the high
end becomes more noisy.
The probes exhibited an accuracy of 1 percent of reading where corrections
were made for low inlet pressures. Repeatability at similar operating
conditions was generally less than 0. i percent of reading.
The time response of the instrument is dependent upon the purging time of
the fluid within the sensor cavities and the heating rate of the body material.
The purging time is only a few milliseconds; however, the body heating rate
is on the order of a second and is dependent on the mass flow rate of the
fluid through the sensor. Low inlet pressures and high temperatures produce
low mass flows and therefore tend toward longer time constants.
The work performed consisted of effort in the following areas:
Obtaining a high degree of miniaturization for the fluid oscillator
temperature sensor
Application of fluid transmission line theory to utilize a standard
piezo-electric readout technique
Mechanical design of probe hardware to suit wind tunnel operational
requirements
Partial solution of low inlet pressure noise problems
Material evaluation and fabrication studies
The following limitations exist in this work and should be recognized in
applying the contents of this report to other fields of interest. This fluid
temperature measurement concept depends upon the dynamic flow of a gas
and therefore requires that a differential pressure be developed across the
sensor. Sensing of liquid temperatures is not covered in this work. Calcu-
lation of gas temperature from sensor oscillation frequency requires that
the ratio of specific heats of the gas and the gas constant be known. Finally,
very low absolute pressures (such as 0. i psia) and small differential
pressures (such as 0. I psia) across the sensor do not provide enough fluid
energy to sustain operation of the device. This becomes additionally critical
for sensors of small size because of high viscous losses and low flow rates.
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INTRODUC TION
Recent attempts at high-speed flight have placed great emphasis on tempera-
ture measurement of high-enthalpy airstream flows. Accurate temperature
measurements are required to analyze the flow within inviscid cores and
boundary layers of hypersonic wind tunnels as well as in inlets, combustors
and nozzles of airbreathing propulsion systems.
Within these flow environments, the composition of the gas is in various
excited energy level states {i. e., translational, rotational and vibrational).
As the temperature varies from room temperature to 4500°R, these states
are dependent on the gas temperature and pressure, and to be able to
describe the thermodynamic properties of the gas stream, accurate physical
measurements of the gas pressure and temperature are required.
Thermocouple techniques applied to high-temperature measurement in
oxydizing atmospheres exhibit difficult materials problems because both
wires of the thermocouple pair must withstand the environment. In addition,
the thermocouple junction must be heated to the temperature of the gas to be
measured or must be corrected for conduction and radiation losses. The
magnitude of these effects is usually not known, and attempts to estimate
or calibrate for such losses result in poor instrument accuracy. Large
thermocouples which can stand, for a time, the high-temperature environ-
ment usually possess poor time response. A'number of optical methods of
temperature sensing exist (i. e., pyrometry and sodium line reversal} and
are very valuable in certain instances; however, they are generally difficult
to instrument and do not have the flexibility of a temperature probe.
The fluid temperature probe can operate at any gas temperature which will
not destroy the single material from which it is constructed. It possesses
high dynamic response because the high oscillation frequency purges the
internal cavity of the old fluid very quickly. High-temperature-measure-
ment accuracy is provided because only the internal aerodynamics affect the
fluid temperature measuring phenomena, and external affects such as con-
duction and radiation are greatly reduced.
Prior to this contract effort, fluid temperature sensors had been under study
for several years. Much of the original work was done at the Army's Harry
Diamond Laboratories in Washington, D.C. References 1 and 2 cite the
work of that laboratory. Honeywell had applied the fluid temperature sensing
concept in 1964 to the control of jet engines, as noted in Reference 3, under
a contract with the Aero Propulsion Laboratory of Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, and this is the source of military classification of the sensor
internal geometry. Sensors applied toward the sensing of jet engine turbine
inlet temperature were relatively large in size {several inches across) and
generally adapted to measurement of temperatures of less than 2300°R at
several atmospheres absolute pressure.
The current effort was aimed at the development of a small, accurate,
versatile probe for measurement of high gas temperatures with good dynamic
response.
The all-fluid temperature sensing concept centers around the use of a fluid
oscillator which generates an oscillating pressure signal. A sonic pressure
wave is propagated within the device such that the reflected pressure front
causes an oscillation of the incoming fluid. The sensor oscillation frequency
is dependent on a path length and the acoustical velocity of the wave within
the fluid. Thus the frequency is a function of the fluid temperature.
The purpose of this contract was to:
• Study the all-fluid temperature sensing concept in sufficient depth
to disclose its relative merits and practicability and to accurately
measure stagnation temperatures up to 4500°R.
• Miniaturize the all-fluid temperature sensor for probe application
within the boundary layers developed in low-density, hypersonic
airstreams.
Evaluate applicable high-temperature materials.
Fabricate, calibrate and deliver miniature probe sensors {with
the necessary pressure signal readout equipment) on the basis
of the above research and design studies.
This work was performed in the fluid sciences and materials laboratories
of Honeywell Systems and Research Center and Aerospace Division.
The results of tests on the fluid sensors developed under this contract have
significantly advanced all-fluid temperature sensing technology and have
definitely demonstrated that the all-fluid temperature probe can be used
to measure total temperature distribution in hypersonic flow fields.
SYMBOLS
A = cross-sectional flow area
AQ = area wetted by fluid inside the sensor
b = thickness of shroud wall
c = sonic velocity
C 1 = K1]KI+K2
C 2 ; K2/KI+K2
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C B
C --
P
C =
V
D =
f =
g =
h =
k =
K =1
K 2 =
K =3
L =
mf =
_nf =
m B =
M =
Nu =
x
Nu D =
p =
r
p =
R =
ReD=
Re =
X
specific heat of sensor body material
specific heat of gas at constant pressure
specific heat of gas at constant volume
equivalent diameter of radiation shroud, 4As/S
oscillator frequency
acceleration due to gravity
convection heat transfer coefficient
thermal conductivity
mf
mf
hAQ / mfc v
hAQ/mBc B
characteristic dimension of sensor cavities
length of shroud
mass of fluid within sensor
mass flow rate of fluid into sensor
mass of sensor body
Mach number
Nusselt number, hx/k
Nusselt number, hD/k
Prandtl number, tSCp/k
absolute pressure
gas constant
Reynolds number,
Reynolds number,
pVD/_
pVx/_
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SST =
T =
t =
X "=
X =
E =
0 =
k =
=
_S =
_e
D
T
T =
1
T --
2
= angle of attack
Subscripts:
circumference of shroud wall
Stanton number, hAin/I'nfc p
temperature
time
distance from leading edge of shroud
dimensionless distance, x/L
ratio of specific heats, Cp/C v
thermal emissivity
dimensionless temperature, ( Tm-T o) / Tin- T o)
wave length
dynamic viscosity
kinematic viscosity
dimensionless parameter, (NUD) (k s / v k w)
dimensionless parameter, (Nu x) (k e / T k w)
density
dimensionless wall thickness, b/D
time constant = I(KI+K2)
time constant = .._(KI+K2)]K1K3
o = initial conditions
in = sensor inlet
s = shroud internal flow
m = fluid inside sensor
e = shroud external flow
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r
w
B
= stagnation conditions
= recovery conditions
= shroud wall
= sensor body
= free stream conditions
Superscripts:
_,: = steady-state condition
GENERAL FLUID TECHNOLOGY
Because this work presents a new method of temperature sensing through
the use of fluid techniques, we will digress momentarily to some basic fluid
conc ept s.
A fluid amplifier is a high-energy stream of fluid modulated by a lower energy
stream. It is an amplifier in the same sense that a cathode ray tube is an
amplifier; i. e., a high-energy stream of electrons is modulated by a lower
powered electrostatic field near the base of the tube. For this analogy, the
fluid amplifiers are often called beam-deflection-type amplifiers. There
are other types of fluid amplifiers which do not use the beam deflection
principle, but they are not appropriate to this discussion of temperature
sensing techniques.
Proportional Amplifier
A basic member of the fluid amplifier family is the proportional fluid
amplifier. As the name implies, it proportionately divides the inlet flow
between two outlets depending upon control port (C L and C R) pressure.
Differential pressure applied by the control ports to
the power stream produces a curvature in the stream
such that it divides upon a downstream splitter in
proportion to the applied differential pressure.
In the amplifier at right, the left control port
has the greater pressure therefore curving the
power stream so that the major proportion exits
from leg B.
CL
A B
CR
!
!
A
i
Fluid Oscillator
An oscillator may be constructed by taking some of
the output flow of an amplifier and returning it to
the control ports. At left some of the flow from leg •
A is being diverted to control port C L which will |
force the fluid jet out leg B. Once the flow is
established in leg B,part of it will be diverted to •
control port Co to return the jet to the original |
position and thl_ cycle will start over again.
As the fluid jet in an oscillator moves back and forth it generates acoustic
signals in the output legs. These acoustic signals may be propagated through
the return lines to the jet. Proper design will cause these acoustic signals
to switch the jet rather than the fluid flow. The frequency of oscillation then
is a function of the propagation path length and the acoustic velocity.
Fluid Temperature Sensing
!
!
i
Recent advances in fluid technology have shown new ways to use fluid devices
to compute and to sense. In particular, a fluid oscillator, similar in
principle to the one described in the foregoing paragraphs, exhibits the ability
to sense the temperature of the operating gas.
The oscillator consists of a submerged fluid jet which is forced to oscillate
back and forth by an acoustically propagated pressure front generated within
the device. The acoustic velocity of the pressure front and its path length
determine the cycle time and thus the oscillation frequency of the sensor.
For a given geometry sensor operating with adequate flow, the acoustic path
length remains constant and therefore the output frequency is a function of the
acoustic velocity only. This may be expressed for steady-state conditions as
f = k _R-T-where k is an instrument calibration constant, v is the ratio of
(Cp/C = 1.4 for air), R is the gas constantspecific heats of the operating gas v
(1716 ft2/sec 2 °R for air) and T is the absolute temperature of the sensor
cavities and quite close to inlet stagnation temperature because of the low
fluid velocities in the cavity.
The temperature-sensitive oscillator has a unique capability in the field of
high-temperature fluid measurements in that its range of temperature
application is a function only of the material used in its fabrication. More-
over, the material utilized does not, for the most part, affect operation of
the oscillator; hence, structural integrity is the only criterion in its
se]ection.
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The temperature-sensitive oscillator concept under development (ref. 3) at
Honeywell has opened a new field of temperature measurement. This device
is a rugged instrument of high accuracy, and it exhibits good dynamic re-
sponse. The measured temperature output in the form of frequency allows
the signal to be transmitted easily with no loss of accuracy.
SENSOR INLET CONDITIONS
The fluid temperature sensing probes described here were developed for
NASA's use in measuring total temperature distribution in viscid and inviscid
flow fields of hypersonic inlet models and in the inviscid flow field of hyper-
sonic wind tunnels. At the onset of the program, it was recognized as im-
possible to design a single probe which would operate over all ranges of inlet
conditions. It was therefore important to determine the range of inlet condi-
tions to which the probe would be subjected when applied to wind tunnel tem-
perature sensing problems. The Ames wind tunnel operating characteristics
and boundary layer flow data contained in Table ! were used to indicate the
type of use to which the probe would be subjected.
The flow into a fluid sensor which is placed in a hypersonic stream may be
assumed to pass through the normal portion of the shock wave created by the
sensor inlet. The sensor inlet pressure is thus equivalent to pitot pressure.
Ranges on sensor inlet pressure were determined from NASA-Ames wind
tunnel operating characteristics and boundary layer flow data with the aid of
Reference 4. This information showed that a sensor inlet pitot pressure
range from 0.02 to 30 psia would cover most hypersonic temperature meas-
urement needs; however, because of design considerations, a range from 1.3
to 80 psia was felt to be more practical. The low pressure ranges presented
problems because at low inlet fluid stream pressures and velocities the avail-
able fluid energy was so low that it would not maintain a strong oscillation
within the sensor, and available pressure transducers could not measure the
weak signals.
The desired temperature-measuring capability for the temperature probes
ranged from room temperature to 4500°R. The upper temperature goal was
recognized as requiring a materials breakthrough and could only be hoped to
be approached later in the program. For this reason, a lower temperature
goal of 2200 ° R was accepted as an immediate goal which would allow the de-
velopment, fabrication and test of sensors on a relatively short time scale.
Over-all performance goals were:
• Life in a 4500°R oxidizing environment - I0 minutes
Accuracy better than 1.0 percent
Capability to operate up to2000 psia stagnation pressures and
dynamic pressure of 3000 psf.
TABLE 1. - AMES 3. 5-FOOT HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL OPERATING
CONDITIONS AND BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW DATA
Free stream
quantity
Total pressure
Total temperature
Pilot pressure
Static pressure
Static temperature
Velocity of sound
Density
Local quantity
Pitot pressure
Stahc pressure
Total temperature
Static temperature
Density
Dimension
psia
_R
psia
psia
ft/sec
lb see 2
V
From
Operating Conditions
M® = 5 M®= 7.4 M® = I0.4
Range Range Range
To From To From To
50
1160
3.04
0.093
196
686
O. 399 x 10 -4
400
2800
21. 13
0. 640
509
1106
0. 202 x 10 -3
I00
I160
1.52
0. 024
109
511
0. 184 x l0 -4
1800
1960
25.95
0.407
191
677
0. 179 x 10 -3
400
2000
0.95
0.0067
93
473
O. 605 x 10 "5
1800
2500
4. 10
0.0286
119
535
0.202 x 10 -4
Boundary layer over nat plate at a - 3 de_rees. M
Dimension
psia
psia
"R
°R
2
lb sec
pT. = 114 pSiao
TTm = 1415"R
Range
From [(wall value)
0.05
0.035
616
573
0,599 x 10 -5
To
(edge B.L.)
1.8
0.035
1460
176
O. 170 x 10 "4
From
(wall value)
7.4
0.53
0.18
930
736
0.22 x 10 "4
PT. = 600 psia,
TT.= 14150R
Range
To
(edge B L )
10.6
0.18
1430
153
0. 101 x 10 -3
Boundary layer over fiat plate at a • 3 degrees, M • 10.4
Local quantity
Pitot pressure
Static pressure
Total temperature
S te_tic temperature
Density
Dimension
psia
psia
_R
_R
2
Ib sec
PT® " 600 psia,
TT®= ! 860_q,
Range
From
(wall value)
0.036
0.03
649
621
0.418 x 10 "5
To(edge B.L. )
2,4
0.03
1880
147
0. 169 x 10 "4
FT® =
TT® •
Range
From [(wall value)
0.084
0.07
732
706
0.879 x 10 -5
1800 psia.
1950"R
To
(edge B. L. )
6.5
0.0'7
1960
138
0,436 x l0 "4
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SENSOR MINIATURIZATION AND DESIGN
The requirement for a physically small temperature sensor was a necessary
design criterion for application of the fluid oscillator concept as a wind tunnel
boundary layer probe.
A previously researched internal geometry for the sensor cavity was minia-
turized and modified. The modification consisted of altering the inlet and
exit flow orifices (size and location) and ducting to form a probe configuration.
,1 IF ,I
Internal geometry dimensions are classified Confidential with a need to
know" obtainable from the Aero Propulsion Laboratory at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base and are not given here so that this work may remain unclassi-
fied.
Construction of the miniature sensors required that tolerances of better than
one thousandths of an inch be held on all internal dimensions and that surface
finishes of better than 16 microinches be produced on internal flow passages.
It was of utmost importance that the fluid flow be well confined and that leaks
not occur. For this reason, considerable attention was given to sealing
methods for the sensors, and diffusion bonding techniques were ultimately
used. The resulting sensors were clean appearing, sealed assemblies, and
were capable of withstanding thermal transients. The delivered sensors in-
cluded two low-temperature models, designated Probes A and B, and three
high-temperature models, designated Probes C 1, C2, and C3. Drawings of
the low and high-temperature sensors are shown in Figure 1. Although the
external geometry of the low and high-temperature sensors are different, the
internal configurations are the same. Photographs of the assembled and dis-
assembled Probes A, B and C are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Specific
details of the probe hardware are given in a following section on Probe Sys-
tems.
Signal Waveform and Strength
The sensor output signal waveform and strength were observed with variations
in exit orifice size and location and transducer location from the cavity.
These parameters were investigated over a wide range of inlet pressures on
an experimental sensor. Figure 5 shows the test hardware. The experimental
model was a variable-geometry exit orifice configuration. The sensor was de-
signed with the capability of operating with any of three different sized cir-
cular exit ducts which could be positioned at various locations over the cavity
floor.
Selection of the optimum exit orifice location was dictated by signal waveform
shape and signal-to-noise ratio which indicated oscillation performance. The
waveform was found to be generally independent of the signal tube path pro-
viding there were no constrictions present. ":
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Figure 2. Low-Temperature P robe  A, Assembled and 
Disassembled 
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Figure  3. Low-Temperature Probe  B, Assembled and 
Disassembled 
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A smaller sensor produces a weaker signal because there is less total flow
energy available. For this reason, careful consideration to signal readout
problems is most important when designing miniature sensors. Signal am-
plitude also varies as a function of inlet pressure. Photographs of Probe B
waveforms are shown in Figure 6. The amplitude decreases by a factor of
80 as the inlet pressure decreases from 1 atmosphere to 3 psia. Very low
inlet pressures (less than 1 psia) will not produce a signal level high enough
so that the transducer sensitivity is sufficient to detect the signal. Research
with the fluid oscillators has shown that inlet pressures as low as 0. 1 psia
will cause oscillation, but present off-the-shelf pressure transducers that
meet the design configuration requirements limit the gathering of data at sen-
sor inlet pressures below about 1.0 psia.
As the signal is transmitted, it is attenuated within the transmission tube.
The maximum transmission distance to a pressure transducer is dependent on
the mechanical size of the transducer and its upper operating temperature.
Large transducers must be mounted some distance from the probe sensing
head so as not to affect the flow field. Transducers which might be damaged
by the high stagnation temperature within the tunnel must also be remotely
located or cooled. These restrictions require transmission lines several
inches long.
Another sensor (Figure 7) which swirls the incoming fluid 360 degrees, was
built and tested. The sensor oscillated very well, with a signal amplitude
comparable to the sensor of the same size described previously. One advan-
tage of this design is that, because the fluid is dumped from only one port, it
is traveling in the same direction as the incoming fluid, thus simplifying the
exhaust of the working fluid. The flow path of this configuration required
that the over-all probe be somewhat thicker than the more standard configu-
ration under consideration, and for this reason additional research on the
concept was discontinued.
18
(a) P = 3 psia,  F = 24,900 cps,  
Amplitude = 0.002 psig peak to peak 
0.04 
f 
(b) P = 14. 7 psia,  f = 26, 200 cps, 
Amplitude = 0.160 psig peak t o  peak 
Figure 6. Probe B Signal Waveforms - Tempera ture  = 537'R 
# 19 
Figure  7. Sensor Concept - 360-degree Swirl 
0 scillation Frequency 
Signal waveform quality and strength w e r e  established through orifice location 
and transducer position studies. The job of designing the sensor  for optimum 
oscillation frequency versus  inlet p re s su re  w a s  then undertaken. 
A s  mentioned previously, the inlet flow conditions span a l a rge  range of p re s -  
sures.  Because the p r e s s u r e  is not always known, it is advantageous that the  
sensor  oscillate at  a frequency independent of inlet pressure .  The frequency- 
p r e s s u r e  relationship is a function of inlet passage flow area, exit orifice size,  
exit Mach number, and exhaust back pressure.  Sensitivity t o  back p r e s s u r e  
is minimized by exhausting sensor  flow at a p r e s s u r e  sufficiently low t o  pro- 
duce sonic flow at some  point downstream of the  senso r  cavities. 
ation of a controlled, low exhaust p re s su re  was accomplished bymeans  of a 
vacuum pump, The Mach number at the  cavity exit po r t s  can be  varied f rom 
z e r o  t o  1.0 by adjusting the  downstream flow restriction. In the final sensor  
design, this  downstream restr ic t ion is produced by a tunnel which carries 
exhaust flow f rom the  senso r  to  a passage in  the  probe pylon. 
The gener- 
Selection of inlet ,  cavity exhaust port ,  and tunnel flow areas w a s  based on 
a paramet r ic  experimental investigation i n  an experimental sensor  which had 
interchangeable cavity and ceiling plates to provide var ious inlet  and exit 
a r eas .  The exit port  Mach number w a s  regulated by a simulated exhaust tun- 
nel in  one of the cover plates which was progressively milled to various 
depths The laminate plates of the sensor  were  held together with guide pins 
and screws  between heavier cover plates. The assembled test configuration 
is shown i n  Figure 8. The internal configurations of the interchangeable plates 
are classified and therefore  not presented. A schematic drawing of the test 
20 
Figure 8. Assembled Experimental  Sensor 
2 1  
apparatus (Figure 9) shows the electronic and pneumatic equipment used.
Tests were conducted at both room and elevated (up to 900°R) temperature
levels.
Tests conducted with various inlet passage areas revealed that small passage
widths (i. e._. 01 inch) resulted in a relatively large sensitivity of frequency
to inlet pressure. Computed inlet Reynold's numbers for the 0.01-inch width
were less than 2000, i.e. in the vicinity of transition from laminar to turbu-
lent flow. The sensitivity to inlet pressure was therefore concluded to be
associated with large friction factor variations in the laminar flow regime.
This conclusion was substantiated when tests conducted with a larger inlet
width (0. 020 inch, giving a Re_4000) revealed a greatly reduced sensitivity
to pressure variations.
Subsequent tests with various tunnel flow areas and exit port areas were
conducted to obtain a flat frequency-pressure characteristic. The resulting
characteristic was similar to that shown in Figure 10 for the calibration of
probe A. Note that the calibrated frequency curves for the lower temperature
(to 910°R) are essentially independent of inlet pressure down to about 7. 5
psia, below which the frequency drops off with pressure.
The inlet pressure (and therefore cavity pressure) may be reduced to a point
where the transducer sensitivity is not sufficient to detect the signal. The
sensor, however, may continue to oscillate. The frequency-pressure curve
can be extended to lower pressures with the aid of a more sensitive detector
and more noise-free amplification. The pressure transducer for Probe A
is capable of detecting oscillation at inlet pressures down to 4.5 psia. A
more sensitive pressure transducer incorporated into the desing of Probe B
enables temperature measurement at inlet pressures down to 1.3 psia. See
Appendix A for transducer specifications (note that the transducer for probe
B is at least four times larger than the transducer for probe A).
After the geometrical parameters (orifices and tunnel height) were deter-
mined from data obtained with the sensor shown in Figure 8, a stainless steel
experimental sensor, shown in Figure 11, was built. This sensor was used
to obtain frequency data, similar to that of Figure 10, up to 1800°R. The
frequencies at temperatures to 1800°R were independent of pressure varia-
tion for inlet pressure levels above 10 psia.
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Figure 11. Probe-Sized Test Model 
Frequency insensitivity to variations in inlet p r e s s u r e  could not be demon- 
s t ra ted  at high temperature  and low inlet p re s su res  (note absence of test 
points on F igure  10) because of the inadequacy of the test equipment. A t  any 
given probe temperature ,  the heat loss  from the probe due to radiation, con- 
vection, and conduction is a constant. A s  the inlet p re s su re  is decreased, 
the lesser densit fluid from the heated source  was unable to t ransferade-  
quate heat  (BTU 7 min) to the sensor  to supply the losses, and sensor  temper- 
a tu re  could not be  maintained. 
Mass  Fiow ana iniet  Veiocity 
Measured m a s s  flow through the f ina l  probe sensor  is presented as a function 
of inlet  p r e s s u r e  in F igure  12 .  
off with increasing temperature .  
A s  would be  expected, the m a s s  flow drops 
Corresponding inlet  velocities range from 300 fps to a near  sonic value. The 
flow data established a range of flow rates which was necessary  in selecting 
a vacuum pump as  pa r t  of the probe system. 
of the delivered system s o  that a pressure  differential ac ross  the sensor  
could be a s su red  both for calibration and test running. 
The pump was included as pa r t  
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Figure 12. Mass Flow versus Inlet Total Pressure
It should be noted that the vacuum pump may not be needed for running condi-
tions where there is adequate pressure drop from total to static pressure.
In fact, high-Mach tunnel runs will exhibit lower static pressures than the
pump is able to supply, in which case evacuation to the basic region will pro-
duce improved operation. One of the delivered probes (Probe C3) was
opened at the base region specifically for this purpose.
Response Time
The time response of the fluid oscillator is dependent on the purging time of
the fluid within the sensor cavities and the heating rate of the body material.
For the probe-sized oscillators, the purging time is only a few milliseconds;
however, the body heating rate is on the order of a second and is dependent
on the mass flow rate of the fluid through the sensor. Low inlet pressures
and high temperatures produce low mass flows and therefore tend toward
longer time constants.
A more detailed discussion and analytical analysis of the sensor response and
thermal considerations may be found in Appendix B. Also included in appen-
dix B is an analysis supporting the use of a radiation heat shield with the
probes.
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SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL TESTS
A small probe-sized sensor was tested in Honeywell's supersonic (Mach 3
nozzle) blow-down wind tunnel to determine whether bow shock instabilities
would cause undue noise and degrade the sensor signal-to-noise ratio.
A photograph of the signal waveform generated by the sensor oscillating in a
Mach 2.88 stream is shown in Figure 13. A shadowgraph of the shock pat-
terns created by the sensor under the supersonic conditions is shown in
Figure 14. The flow into the sensor passed through the normal portion of the
shock wave created by the cylindrical-shaped inlet. No swallowing of the
shock was evident.
Photographs of the supersonic wind tunnel and shadowgraph system are
included as Figures 15 and 16 respectively.
The run conditions were:
Free-stream Mach number, 2.88
Stagnation pressure, 130 psig
Stagnation temperature, 535°R
The wind tunnel tests demonstrated that the probe-sized sensor exhibits
satisfactory performance under supersonic flow conditions. The waveform
was stable, and no evidence of an exceptionally noisy signal was apparent as
compared with subsonic testing of the sensor.
Performance of the final probes, while operating in the NASA-Ames 3. 5 -
foot hypersonic wind tunnel, is discussed in a later section of this report.
FA BRICA TION
For satisfactory operation, the temperature sensor must be an air-tight
assembly and be capable of withstanding a large number of heat cycles to
high temperatures without warping or leaking. These requirements imposed
stringent fabrication techniques on sensor design.
The tiny metal temperature sensor components, shown in Figure 17, were
machined to fine tolerances, then surface-ground and smoothed with lapping
compounds to prevent air leakage which would cause a distorted waveform
and noisy signal. Care was taken not to create discontinuities at the signal
tube entrance or anywhere in the sensor cavity. The mass of the sensors was
designed to be minimal to provide quick transient response. The parts were
therefore delicate, which increased fabrication and handling difficulty.
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a 
Figure  13. Signal Waveform of Experimental  Sensor  
Oscillating in  Mach 2.88 St ream (frequency = 
25  kc, signal strength = 0.48 psig peak to  peak, 
t ransducer  mounted 3 inches from senso r  cavity) 
Figure 14. Shadowgraph of Experimental  Sensor  Oscillating 
in  Mach 2.88 Stream 
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The sensor component parts were assembled by a diffusion-bonding process
which satisfied the abov.e requirements. The research effort developing the
diffusion-bonding process is described in the following paragraphs.
Fabrication of Low-Temperature Probes
The two low-temperature probes were machined from Inconel 702. This
material proved rather difficult to machine and was hard on tooling; however,
extra care in the fixturing and milling of the Inconel 702 produced good,
high-quality component parts. The basis for selection of Inconel 702 for the
2200°R service is discussed in the Materials Section of this report.
Considerable effort was expended to weld the low-temperature sensor com-
ponents together because a successfully welded assembly meets all of the
above requirements. The method used consisted of an inert gas (argon}
tungsten-arc process using filler metal, when necessary, of matching com-
position.
Problems with welding the pieces together originated from the basic and
necessary fact that the material to be welded must melt and therefore deform
to some extent. Because the sensor plates and signal tube are very thin, the
depth to which a molten state exists is critical. It was extremely difficult
with so small a sensor to provide an adequate temperature gradient in the
weld vicinity so that the wall would not "melt through".
Other means of joining were unacceptable, High-temperature silver solder
and nicrobraze were difficult to apply and would limit the sensor operating
temperature. Resistance welding gave no assurance of a sealed sensor.
Electron-beam welding may have been adequate, however_ was not pursued be-
cause a machine was not locally available and further effort in this area wouid
have exceeded the contract scope.
A program was established to develop diffusion bonding procedures for
joining Inconel 702. Different surface finishes, a nickle layer as a diffusion
aid, sputtered nickle film, pickling solutions, and various bonding parameters
(time, temperature and pressure) were investigated.
The temperature sensor components were assembled by a diffusion-bonding
process in the Honeywell Materials Laboratories. The side plates and cen-
ter section shown in Figure 17 were first tacked together with spot welds to
hold precision alignment of the inlet walls and exit ports.
The diffusion bonding process produces a structurally sound and s.ealed
assembly with no deformation. Figure 18 shows cross-sectional views of
diffusion-bonded Inconel 702 simulating the sensor components. The top
photograph shows the bonds between two outside 0. 007-inch plates and a
center 0. 040-inch plate. The lower enlarged view of one of the diffusion-
bonded joints indicates the satisfactory quality of the bond. Note the broken-
down crvstal structure of the 0. 007-inch plates caused by cold rolling the
plates from 0. 025-inch-thick stock. The bonds were achieved with a loading
pressure of about 450 psi at 2400°R for 6 hours.
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Figure  18. Inconel 702 Diffusion Bond Cross-Sect ions 
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Special fixturing was necessary for the diffusion-bonding process so that the
sensor pieces would be loaded evenly in the furnace. Other preparation steps
of significant importance were extreme cleanliness and parallel lapping of the
surfaces. Each contact surface was given a finish of about 50 microinches
in a direction normal to the pattern on adjacent pieces.
Four firings were necessary to assemble the five components which make up
the actual sensor. As shown in Figure 17, from top to bottom, they are:
tunnel plate, top plate (with exit ports), center section, bottom plate, and
signal tube (at left in the assembled view).
Sensors A and B are identical except for the signal tubes. The tube of sensor
A (Figure 17) extends perpendicular from the sensor body, and that of B is
formed aft to conform to the swept pylon.
Fabrication of High-Temperature Probes
The high-temperature probes were fabricated from Chrome 30, a chrome
composite material produced by the Bendix Products Aerospace Division.
Although Chrome 30 will not hold up under 4500°R, Bendix and the Honeywell
Materials Laboratory have test data showing that Chrome 30 is a satisfactory
material at 3500°R for a 10-minute period. The details of this data and the
test are discussed in the materials section of this report. See Appendix C
for Bendix Chrome Composite information and physical properties.
Considerable time was spent experimenting with Chrome 30 in the Honeywell
Research Laboratories. Although Chrome 30 is brittle, it can be machines
with ordinary shop tooling; however, extreme care was necessary during
machining and grinding of the Chrome 30 probes. The signal channel in the
oscillator body, shown in Figure 19, was cut with an EDM process.
Difficultywas experienced in producing the 0. 024-inch-diameter signal hole
from the sensor to the transducer located in the bottom of the support shaft.
To produce this hole, the shaft was first cut in half, holes were drilled in
both ends of each half, and the halves were diffusion-bonded back together to
form a single through hole.
The Chrome 30 sensor plates were diffusion-bonded together at Honeywell.
Figure 20 shows a bonded cross-section achieved with a loading pressure of
about 300 psi at 2300°R for 6 hours. The plates were spot welded to hold
alignment during the diffusion bonding process.
An optimum plate thickness of 0. 015 inch was selected for ease of machining
and spot welding. Successful diffusion bonding requires that the thin wafers
be machined and lapped very flat so that they will not break when loaded and
brought up to high temperature.
Each high-temperature Chrome 30 sensor required five diffusion-bonding
steps for complete assembly.
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Figure 19. High-Temperature Sensor Components 
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Figure 20. Chrome 30 Diffusion Bond Cross-Section 
(200 magnification) 
PROBE SYSTEMS 
Figwe 21  shows the Probe  A system minus the amplif iers  and vacuum pump 
with the transducer,  cable, cooling coil and flexible nylon tubing which con- 
nects to the pump. 
used with all the probes. (One exception is that a l a r g e r  and m o r e  sensi t ive 
t ransducer  is used with Probe  B). 
Honeywell amplifier-filter. 
Tektronix amplifier,  and finally to the frequency counter. 
I , ,  \Dee Appendix D on Items and Equipment Delivered). The probe is pictured 
These i tems, with the exception of the t ransducer ,  a r e  
The output of this  goes to the input of the 
The t ransducer  cable connects to  the 
Low-Temperature Probe  System 
A closer  view of the Pylon A assembly and the disassembled right-face view 
was presented in Figure 2. These  photographs clear ly  i l lustrate  that  all the 
component par t s  may be disconnected so that the pylon extension shafts may 
be inserted through c i rcu lar  holes in the wind tunnel model o r  wall. 
description of the i tems  shown in Figure 2 and the disconnect points may be 
found on the assembly drawing, Figure 22 .  
Once the pylons are  imtal led,  the sensor and pitot tube may be placed into 
the pylon. 
capability of being removed later. If it is desired not t o  u s e  the pitot tube, 
A 
The cooling coil and transducer jacket are then attached, with the 
3 5  
Figure 21. P robe  A Transducer  Cable, Cooling Coil, and 
Vacuum Line 
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a rod may be inserted into the small silicon rubber plug located at the base
of the main extension shaft. The rod will prevent ambient air from leaking
into the boundary layer. The silicone rubber plug is compressed 5 percent
when the transducer jacket is in place and prevents leakage between the
signal and pitot tubes which may contain air at greatly different pressures.
Similar views and a corresponding assembly drawing for Probe B are shown
in Figure 3 and 23 respectively. A rubber plug has also been incorporated
into Probe B.
Descriptions and the specifications of the Kistler transducer (Probes A
C) and the Atlantic transducer (Probe B) are included in this report in
Appendix A.
and
A top view of the low-temperature pylons with and without the radiation heat
shields or shroud (see Appendix B) are presented in Figure 24. The screws
used to mount the sensor and pitot tube are clearly shown in place. The pitot
tube is encased in a larger Inconel 702 support tube which in turn is diffu-
sion-bonded to the wing. Because the pylons are symmetrical, it is possible
to mount a static pressure probe on a wing which is similar and opposite to
the pitot probe wing. The static pressure tube can be channeled down the
pylon next to the other tubes. A few minor alterations at the bottom of the
main extension shaft would permit the addition of a static pressure outlet tap.
The views with the heat shrouds installed (not screwed down) are shown in
Figure 24. The two circular holes located on the top rear of the shroud pro-
vide a passage for part of the shroud flow to escape. The remainder of the
flow leaves by the rear and sides. The pitot tube is bent slightly to align with
the shroud inlet. Both inlet centerlines are on the same horizontal plane.
Two heat shields were fabricated for Probe B. The lower "wide-mouth"
shroud shown in Figure 3 is for general use. The pointed configuration with
a more limited intake is used for more direct-point probing.
The "low"-temperature probes were required to mate with existing support
shafts which accommodated present wind tunnel instrumentation. Meeting
these requirements and designing within space limitations caused by the
characteristically small probe size took considerable time in layout and
design.
High-Temperature Probe System
The three high-temperature probes, including the sensors, heat shrouds and
pylon support shafts, are made of Chrome 30. Figure 4 shows the probe
assembled and disassembled. The sensor, bonded to the pylon, is a clean
appearing unit without screws. The transducer is threaded directly into the
bottom of the pylon.
The result is essentially a one-piece probe rather than the several assembled
parts as in the case of the low-temperature probes.
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Figure 23. Low-Temperature Probe ]3 Assembly Drawing
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F i g u r e  24. Top Views of Low-Temperature  Probes, with 
and without Heat Shrouds,  with Pitot Tubes 
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Cooling water, circulated through ducts at the bottom of the pylon, is neces-
sary to protect the transducer from overheating by the hot evacuated air and
from heat conducted down the support pylon. The water ducts and air-flow
pattern are shown schematically on the high-temperature probe drawing in
Figure 25. During operation of the sensor, the flow leaves the cavity ceiling
through two orifices and flows into a tunnel plate which turns the flow 90
degrees towards the rear of the sensor. This design has enabled placement
of the temperature sensor far forward on the pylon and provides more accu-
rate temperature measurement because the heat conduction from the sensor
cavity and down through the pylon is minimized.
The pylon fittings (see Figure 4) may be removed (threaded) and the probe
inserted from the top through a circular hole into a model wall or fixture.
The high-temperature sensor internal geometry is the same as low-tempera-
ture sensor's except for minor changes in the signal passageway and different
exit orifice plate thicknesses.
Figure 26 is a close-up view of the sensor and inlet, with and without the
radiation heat shield (see Appendix B). The shield, fabricated from round
stock, slips over the sensor into slits cut in the sides of the pylon. See
Figure 4.
Trl m TCALI=RA 1 ION
All temperature probes - Probes A, B, C1, C2 and C3 - were calibrated
independently. The calibration data are included as Appendix E.
Calibration of Low-Temperature Probes
Figure 27 (a) shows the temperature box (center) and equipment used for
calibrating the low-temperature Probes A and B. The temper: rare box
encloses an electrically heated coil of stainless steel tubing. Air was sup-
plied to one end of the coil, and the probes were mounted within special fix-
tures at the outlet.
Temperature was measured at the inlet of the sensors with a 0. 002-inch-
diameter chromel-alumel thermocouple. The temperature potentiometer
used was a Honeywell Model 2715. Inlet total pressure was varied and
measured.
The calibration data for Probe B is shown in Figure 28 as sensor oscillation
frequency versus inlet total pressure for several temperature values up to
2110°R. (A similar curve for Probe A was presented earlier as Figure 10).
Figure 29 is a log-log cross-plot of Figure 28 showing linear relationships
between frequency and inlet temperature for inlet pressures of 1. 5 psia,
2. 5 psia, 5 psia and a single curve for 7.5 psia to 80 psia. Corresponding
equations of frequency as a function of temperature and vice versa are noted
on the figure.
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IFigure 25. High-Temperature Probe C Design Layout
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Figure 26. High-Temperature Probe Sensor with and 
without Heat Shroud 
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(a) Low-Temperature Probes 
(b) High-Temperature Probes 
Figure 27. Laboratory Test and Calibration Equipment 
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As explained earlier for Figure i0 in the Oscillation Frequency section, less
data were obtainable at the lower pressures as the temperature was increased.
The equations at low pressures and high temperatures were therefore deter-
mined by extrapolation of the curves at the higher temperatures, using the
trend of the data at room temperature.
Justification for extrapolation was also supported by the test data given in
Appendix F for a sensor which was specially constructed so that it could be
physically mounted inside the heating coil of a furnace similar to that shown
in Figure 27{a). The sensor so heated did not have radiative heat loss and
could better be brought up to operating temperature. The sensor had an inte_'-
nal configuration similar to the delivered probes.
Using the temperatures noted on Figure 28 as nominal, percent errors were
determined between the nominal and calculated temperatures by solving the
equations for temperature using the actual frequencies. These errors are
shown in Table II for the pressure curve covering the range from 7.5 to
80 psia.
TABLE II. - PERCENT ERRORS BETWEEN NOMINAL AND
CALCULATED TEMPERATURES FOR PROBE
B - INLET TOTAL PRESSURE = 7.5 TO 80 PSIA
Temperature, T Error, Temperature, T Error,
{°R) perc ent {°R) percent
535 0 1710 1.58
910 0.77 1910 0.58
1110 0.13 2110 0. 14
1510 1.06
Calibration of High-Temperature Probes
The equipment setup for calibration of the high-temperature probes is shown
in Figure 27 (b). The probes were inserted through the brick wall of a sili-
con-carbide globar furnace. Calibration data was obtained from a platnum
versus platinum-rhodium thermocouple which was certified by the National
Bureau of Standards.
The high-temperature probes were calibrated under atmospheric pressure;
i.e. the inlet total pressure equaled one atmosphere. However, as seen on
Figure 10 and 28, the variation in frequency with pressure above 0. 5
atmosphere is not significant. Therefore, one calibration curve (or equation)
may be assumed to represent all operating temperatures and all pressures
between 0.5 atmosphere and 5 atmospheres. The calibration data for all
three high-temperature probes compared very well. See Appendix E.
Figure 30may be used for Probes C1, C2 and C3.
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Figure 27 (b) is a photograph taken during actual calibration. Note the signal
waveform displayed on the oscilloscope and the frequency of 54.8 kc indicated
on the counter. This waveform, representing probe performance at 2900°R
was photographed and is presented as Figure 31.
PROBE TESTS IN THE NASA-AMES
HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
Performance data obtained from Probes C1 and C3, while operating in the
NASA-Ames 3.5-foot hypersonic wind tunnel, are presented in Figure 32.
The probe oscillation frequency was read out and converted to temperature
values using Honeywell calibration data presented in the Calibration section of
this report.
The wind tunnel data is presented as a function of tunnel run time for various
combinations of stagnation temperature and stagnation pressure. For compari-
son, the temperature data from a shielded thermocouple is included for each
run in Figure 32.
The random fluctuations of the fluid sensor temperature data imply that a
varying flow temperature exists. The less severe fluctuations in thermocouple
temperature readings indicate a slower thermocouple response to the changing
flow temperature.
MATERIALS STUDIES
An extensive materials evaluation program formed the basis of material
selection for both the high-and-low temperature probes. A synopsis is pre-
sented here for each material or group of materials tested. Information on
low-temperature materials was obtained by exposing samples, contained in a
resistance furnace, to a preheated air stream. Performance data for high-
temperature materials were obtained through controlled exposures of test
samples to flames from either a Linde jet piercing torch, fueled with oxygen
and kerosene or an oxyacetylene torch.
Low-Temperature Testing of Materials
During the course of the investigation, a number of materials were selected
as candidates for service at 2300°R. The materials considered for long-term
sensor service (100 hours) at 2300°R were: stainless steel, TD Nichrome,
Inconel X, Inconel 702, nickel, Multimet, Chrome 30 and Hastelloy X. While
most of these materials can be used for short-time (10 minutes) service at
2300°R, only TD Nichrome and Chrome 30 appeared to have adequate stability
for long-term service at this temperature.
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At the time of selection, TD Nichrome--a thoria-dispersed material--was
still in the development stage and was not available in large quantities. Chrome
30 was not selected for the low-temperature probes because little was known
at that time about its machining characteristics and its ability to be joined by
welding or diffusion bonding.
One other material from the above candidates appeared to have applicability for
medium-term service, Inconel 702. This material exhibited reasonably good
stability to 48 hours at 2300°R, although observation of oxidation rate curves
indicates the approach of adverse conditions at the 100-hour point. It was known
that Inconel 702 was machinable and weldable, and it was therefore selected
for the material from which the low-temperature probes were to be fabricated.
Methods were later developed for joining sensor components by a diffusion-bond
process (explained in the Fabrication section of this report. }
High-Temperature Testing of Materials
Materials for the high-temperature probe were evaluated at temperatures
ranging from 2200 to 4500°R.
Testing of materials was accomplieshed by exposing wedge-shaped samples to
a flame from either a Linde jet piercing torch or an oxyacetylene torch. In
both cases the torch was adjusted to produce an oxygen rich flame. Tests of
10 minute duration obtained in 10 second increments were used as the primary
screening test for high temperature materials. Continuous tests of a much
longer duration were also used as a demonstration of long term stability. The
results and discussion pertaining to the evaluation of high temperature mate-
rials will be presented separately in the following sections.
Chrome 30. -- The oxidation behavior of Chrome 30 at 2900 and 3000°R
is compared with that at 2000 and 2300°R in Figure 33. The positive slope of
the 2300°R curve indicates a net weight gain due to the oxidation products build
up. At higher temperatures, above 2900°R, the curves of Figure 33 have
negative slopes which indicates spalling of the oxide material. Photographs
presented in Figure 34 show an increasing amount of erosion of Chrome 30
with increasing time and temperature.
Chrome 30 was also evaluated in the light of short-term, high-temperature
service. A slightly blunted wedge was exposed to a 3500°R oxyacetylene
stream for a continuous period of 10 minutes. As seen by the photograph in
Figure 35, there is no evidence of erosion. Some erosion appeared at 3600°R
and increased with further elevation of temperature.
Cyclic tests from about 2300 to 3500°R for 10 minutes {60 cycles} show
Chrome 30 material to be slightly susceptible to erosion and thermal shock
under the cyclic conditions. See Figure 36 {a}. A specimen of Chrome 30
tested under similar conditions at 3000°R appeared to be completely stable as
seen in Figure 36 {b). This 10-second cyclic exposure for 60 cycles shows
that the probes can easily survive a heat-up rate from 500°R to 2500°R in 30
seconds. This is the normal heat-up rate of the NASA-Ames 3.5-foot tunnel.
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Figure 34. Chrome 30 Before Testing and After Exposure 
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Figure 35. Chrome  30 A f t e r  10-minute Exposure at 3500"R 
(a) A t  3500'R (b) At 3000"R 
Figure 36. Chrome 30 After 10-minute Cyclic Exposure 
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Because of favorable oxidation and cyclic test results, and because Chrome 3U
could be diffusion bonded, it was selected as the material for the high-tem-
perature probes.
Several experiments were performed to evaluate the extension of operating
time of Chrome 30 by an appropriate pre-oxidization treatment. It appears
that such an extension is obtained for specimens tested at low temperatures;
however, the merit of the pre-oxidization of a high-temperature device which
will be subjected to thermal cycling is questionable.
Normally, the susceptibility of an oxide coating to thermal-shock damage
increases with the thickness of the coating. Since a pre-oxidation treatment
serves to increase the thickness of the oxide, such a treatment can encourage
subsequent spalling. At 2300°R, pre-oxidation was effective in lowering the
rate of oxidation and promoting the formation of a more even coating. A pre-
oxidized specimen tested at 3500°R under cyclic conditions was observed to
exhibit some spalling after one cycle while a standard specimen did not build
a coating of sufficient thickness to produce spalling before completion of
several cycles. The pre-oxidization treatment used for Chrome 30 evaluation
and probes was that of heating in air for 1/2 hour at 2300°R plus 1 hour at
26000R.
Platinum. -- Platinum was not chosen for evaluation for the following
reasons:
Expense of material for final probe hardware and
evaluation specimens.
The melting point of platinum is 36800R compared
to 3890 for "_' - 30.%._llrOlI1E
Because platinum is relatively soft, it would be
difficult to fabricate the small sensor internal
configuration to required close tolerances.
KT Silicon carbide. -- Evaluation of KT silicon carbide on the Linde jet
torch indicates this material to be relatively stable to 35000R. As the test
temperature is raised above this level, the protective silica coating formed
during heating in an oxidizing atmosphere begins to break down causing
continuous erosion of the specimen.
Slight erosion of a KT silicon carbide specimen occurred after a 10-minute
cyclic exposure to a 37000R oxyacetylene flame. As the temperature was
increased to 4000°R, the erosion became quite extensive as seen in Figure 37.
KT silicon carbide was also evaluated at temperatures of 30000R and 35000R
to 100 hours on the Linde torch facility; photographs of these specimens after
testing are presented in Figure 38.
Although KT silicon carbide compares well with Chorme 30 from the torch
evaluation standpoint, it lacks machining flexibility and the ability to be
diffusion-bonded.
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Figure  37. K T  Silicon Carbide A f t e r  10-minute Cyclic 
Exposure at 4000OR 
(a) At 3000OR (b) A t  3500OR 
K T  Silicon Carbide A f t e r  100-hour Exposure F igu re  38. 
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Hafnium-tantalum alloy. -- A hafnium alloy containing 20 percent tantalum
and 2 percent molybdenum was selected for evaluation above 3500°R on the basis
of the initialformation of an adherent oxide which would retard further oxida-
tion. It appears, however, that the initialoxide coating is not sufficiently
adherent to perform its intended function. A photograph of a Hf-Ta specimen
exposed to a 3000°R flame is shown in Figure 39. The oxide has separated
at all sharp corners and exhibits a network of cracks on all surfaces.
In consideration of the basic fact that this hafniurh alloy will continue to oxidize
until it is consumed, but that the combined oxide formed is quite stable and
maintains coherency for some length of time, it appeared feasible to use this
alloy for very brief times at high temperatures. Two specimens of Hf-20Ta-
2Mo were tested at 4000 and 4500°R for i0 minutes in an oxyacetylene flame
under cyclic conditions. Photographs of these specimens after testing are
shown in Figure 40. At 4000°R gross erosion of the specimen did not occur;
and only a small amount of oxide built up on the tip. The oxide does, however,
appear to be quite brittle and susceptible to thermal shock. At 4500°R, erosion
of the base metal occurred. Hafnium-Tantalum alloy was not selected as a
material for probe construction because of the insufficient ability of the oxide
coating to adhere to the material.
TDNichrome. -- Based on tests performed on the low-temperature test
facility, it appeared that TD Nichrome was sufficiently stable for service at
2300°R for an extended period of time. In view of this stability at the upper
limit of the low-temperature test unit, additional tests were performed on the
Linde torch facility to determine the ability of this material to withstand
increasingly detrimental conditions. The oxidation characteristics of TD
Nichrome at 2600 and 2900°R are compared with those at 2000 and 2300°R in
Figure 41. Observation of these curves shows the greatly increased erosion
rate for specimens tested in the oxygen-kerosene torch over those tested at
lower temperatures in a heated air-stream. The increase in temperature
alone probably does not account for the entire increase in erosion since the
composition and velocity of the higher-temperature gas stream are more
detrimental. Photographs of TD Nichrome specimens tested at 2700 and
2900°R are shown in Figure 42. The tip of the 2900°R specimen has been
eroded extensively. It is suspected that such erosion is enhanced by the
existence of near-melting conditions at 2900°R. Such a condition would
preclude the use of this material even for a brief time above 2700°R.
Boride Z. -- Boride Z is a ZrB 2 base material containing lesser quantities
of MoSi and BN. Two specimens were tested under different conditions.
Figure 43 (a) shows a Boride Z specimen prior to testing, and Figure 43 (b)
shows the specimen after a 1. 5-hour exposure to a 3000°R Linde torch flame
plus 25 temperature cycles from that temperature to 2300°R. Figure 43 (c)
shows a specimen after a 10-minute cyclic exposure (60 cycles) at 3500°R.
A comparison of these photographs shows the increased amount of oxidation
produced by increasing the temperature from 3000 ° to 3500°R. An actual
weight change comparison of the two specimens was not possible because
the 3500°R specimen could not be separated from its test holder. The oxide
formed on both specimens appeared to be quite brittle and somewhat suscep-
tible to thermal shock. It is evident from Figure 43 why Boride Z was
eliminated as a probe material.
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(a) Before Testing (b) After Exposure 
Figure 39. Hf - Ta Alloy Before Testing and After 2-Hour 
Exposure at  3000'R 
(a) At 4000'R (b) A t  4500'R 
Figure 40. Hf - Ta Alloy After 10-minute Exposure 
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Figure 41. Oxidation Behavior of TD Nichrome 
(a) At 2700"R (b) At  2900'R 
Figure 42. TD Nichrome After 6-Hour Exposure 
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(a) Before Testing 
(b) After 1. 5 Hours at 3000"R (c) Af te r  10 Minutes at 3500'R 
Figure 43. Boride Z Before Test ing and Af ter  Exposure  
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Ceramics.-- Because of the reported high-temperature stability of cer-
amics, several of these materials were evaluated. In most eases, the tests
were of short duration and of a cyclic nature so as to evaluate these materials
primarily on the basis of their resistance to thermal shock.
Two types of materials were evaluated: (1) conventionally formed, and (2)
arc plasma sprayed. The arc-plasma sprayed materials were obtained from
North Star Research and Development Institute. The evaluations were per-
formed on the oxyacetylene facility at temperatures between 3500 ° and 4500°R.
Specimens were tested for a maximum of 10 minutes under cyclic conditions
at each temperature.
The conventionally formed caramics tested included Mg0, A1203 , Zr02
stabilized withY203/TH02, Zircoa 1027, Zr02 stabilized withY203 and Zr02
stabilized with Ca0. Evaluation of these materials revealed the complete lack
of specimen erosion as high as 4000¢_R; however, each material was unable to
resist the thermal shock and responded by either cracking or completely
shattering. These two extremes are shown in Figure 44.
The arc-plasma sprayed materials tested included a Zr02-W cermet, a Z402-
Be0 composite, Mg0 stabilized Zr02, and Y203 stabilized Zr02. The two
stabilized Zr02 materials exhibited excellent resistance to erosion, but, as
in the case of the conventionally formed materials, the thermal shock resis-
tance was poor. One difference, however, was the presence of surface flaws
in the specimens prepared from the arc-plasma sprayed materials. It is sus-
pected that the surface flaws observed in the pretested specimen shown in
Figure 45 (a) are induced during the grinding of the wedge configuration.
Figure 45 (b) shows the fractures which occurred at the observed surface
0_aws.
The other two arc-plasma sprayed materials did exhibit some erosion along
with fractures occurring at surface flaws. Photographs of Zr02-W cermet
and Zr02-Be0 composite materials before and after testing at 3500 and 4000°R
are shown in Figure 46.
C ONCLUSIONS
This document reports the accomplishments of a one-year applied research
and development effort conducted by Honeywell Inc., Systems and Research
Center, under NASA Contract NAST-412, 1'Study of All-Fluid High-Tempera-
ture Sensing Probes".
The objective of the program was to apply a fluid oscillator temperature
sensor concept to the development of miniaturized temperature sensing probes
for general use in hypersonic wind tunnel facilities and other similar hot gas
measuring applications.
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I (b) Zircoa 1027 After Exposure 
(c) Zr02/Y203 Before Exposure (d) Zr02/Y203 After 
Figure 44. Zircoa 1027 and Zr02/Y203 Before and After 
Exposure at 4000'R 
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F igure  45. Z r 0 2 / M g 0  Before and A f t e r  10-minute Exposure 
a.t 4000'R 
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(a) Z r 0 2 - W  Before Exposure (b) Z r 0 2 - W  After Exposure 
(c) Z r 0 2 - B e 0  Before Exposiirp (d) Z r 0 2 - B e 0  . L- Afte r  Exposure 
F igu re  46. .ZrCz-W Before and After Exposure,  at 35QO"R 
ZtrCZ-EeC Before and After Exposure at 4000"R 
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The probe utilizes the velocity of propagation of an acoustic signal in a small
cavity to cause oscillatory pressure fluctuations which are related in fre-
quency to the temperature of the operating gas. Work accomplished under this
NASA Contract NAS7-412 extended the fluid temperature sensing technology to
accurately measure stagnation temperature up to 3500°R.
Specific areas of accomplishment were:
Fluid temperature_sensitive oscillators were miniaturized to
the extent that the final hardware was competitive in size with
standard triple-shielded thermocouple-type probes. The mini-
ature oscillators developed were mechanically compatible with
the mounting requirements of the NASA tunnels.
Temperature probes were developed which may be operated
over a large range of temperature (560°R to 3500"R) and
pressure (1.3 psia to 80 psia).
A number of candidate high-temperature material samples
were tested in oxidizing streams of hot gas. The samples
were inspected visually and weighed to determine mass loss
or gain. Chrome 30 (a Bendix Aerospace product} was
selected as the most readily fabricatable high-temperature
material for use in the temperature probes. Diffusion-
bonding techniques were researched and suitable methods
found to join Inconel 702 and Chrome 30 component parts
into clean integral assemblies.
Pressure readout methods were studied and transmission
lines developed which would operate at the high frequency
of the sensor output. A readout system was designed to
use off-the-shelf commercial pressure transducers. A
special filter-amplifier was designed to improve the output
signal- to-noise ratio.
Thermal analyses were conducted and a shroud design devel-
oped which greatly increased the steady-state accuracy of
the probe design.
From the above it may be concluded that the all-fluid temperature sensing
concept has been adapted to the measurement of stagnation temperatures within
hypersonic air streams. The results of the tests performed on the fluid sen-
sors developed under this contract have significantly advanced all-fluid tem-
perature sensing technology.
Two low-temperature (5600R to 2200_R) Inconel 702 probes and three high-
temperature (560_R to 3500°R) Chrome 30 probes were designed on the basis
of the above studies. These probes were fabricated and calibrated for use in
NASA-Ames facilities.
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Continued research into the advanced development of fluid oscillator temper-
ature-sensitive probes is required to accomplish the following tasks:
Extension of the materials studies and fabrication methods to
further increase the sensor operating temperature limit.
Sensor design to optimize the internal configuration and provide
good signal output while operating at the low absolute inlet pres-
sures found in wind tunnel boundary layers and at extremely high
flight conditions.
Development of new readout systems where the internal pressure
fluctuations may be read directly without the need for acoustic
transmission lines to transmit the signal to a cooler location.
.
,
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SECTION A
DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATIONS OF DELIVERED
PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS
KISTLER MODEL 601L
(Use with probes A, CI, C2 and C3)
Range, full scale
Re solution
Maximum pressure
Sensitivity (nominal)
Resonant frequency (nominal)
Rise time
Linearity (percent of calibrated range)
Capacitance (nominal)
Insulation resistance (minimum)
Temperature sensitivity
Acceleration sensitivity (nominal)
Temperature range (min.';max.)
Intermittent gas temperature on
diaphragm
Vibration and shock
Cable connector
Mounting thread, with connector
adapter
Material (case; diaphragm)
Seal
Sensing element
Size (diameter x length)
Weight (approximate)
psi 300
psi 0.1
psi I000
micromic to- 1
coulombs/psi
cycles/second 130 000
microseconds 3
percent 1
picofarads 5
ohms 1013
l°R 0.01
psilg 0.01
°R 0; + i000
> OR 3500
g's 15 000
IflC 4mm
s tainless
steel
7x0.75mm
430F; 316
compression
quartz
in. 0.25x 0.6
oz; gm 0.08; 2.3
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ATLANTIC MODEL LC- 65,
(Use with probe B)
Open circuit sensitivity
db reference 1 volt/microbar
volts/psi
Cbarge sensitivity
Frequency re sponse
Capacitance
Minimum d-c resistance
Maximum static pressure
Maximum transient pressure
Temperature range
Variation of sensitivity from
-20 to ±70 ° C
Sensing element
Size (diameter x length}
I000 cycles/
second
mic romic ro-
coulombs/psi
cycles / second
mic romic to-
farads
megohms
psi
psi
oR
db
in.
7O
- 109
0.25
600
to 40 000
2500
500
50
50
420 to 670
±l
Lead Zirconate
Titanate
0.75 x 1.0
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APPENDIX B
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APPENDIX B
THERMAL ANALYSIS
This section includes discussion and analysis in three areas: sensor response,
film coefficient determination and shroud flow analysis.
SENSOR RESPONSE
Analytical efforts were directed toward obtaining transient characteristics of
the fluidic temperature sensor. This effort has yielded direct information
concerning parameters affecting response; also, a method has been devised
for deducing the magnitude of average convection heat transfer coefficients in
the sensor cavities. The results of the analysis show that miniaturization en-
hances the response characteristics of the all-fluid temperature sensor. Un-
derlying principles and derivations of response equations are presented in the
following paragraph s.
Assumptions.employed in the derivation are:
The temperature indicated by the frequency of pressure
oscillations corresponds to the mass-average temperature
of the fluid in the sensor cavities.
Because of intense turbulent mixing in the sensor cavities,
the fluid temperature is uniform; further, fluid exits from
the cavities at the uniform cavity temperature.
Because of the small size of the sensor and the relatively
high thermal conductivity material used in its fabrication,
the sensor body is essentially at a uniform temperature.
The sensor body is thermally isolated from its surroundings.
• Fluid properties are constant.
Under these assumptions, an analysis of frequency response characteristics
is, in essence, tantamount to a transient thermal analysis.
An energy balance for the fluid in the sensor consists of terms representing,
(i) the rate of change of internal energy of the fluid in the sensor, (2) the flux
of entalpy into and out of the sensor, and (3) the rate of heat transfer to the
sensor body (which encapsulates the fluid). The energy balance can therefore
be represented by the relation
dT
m
= c fnf (TinCvmf dt P T m)- IzAQ(T m - T B)
(i)
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dT
_[m _ Kl(Tin _Tm ) _ K2(T m _ TB ) (2)
where Cpfnf hAQ
K 1 = Cvmf and K 2 = Cvmf
An energy balance for the sensor body consists of terms representing (1) the
rate of change of internal energy of the body, and (2) the rate of heat transfer
from the fluid in the sensor to the sensor body. Thus, an expression for the
energy balance of the sensor body is
dT B
cBm B = hAQ(T m - TB) (3)
dt
or
dT B
dt - K 3 (T - TB)m (4)
where
haQ
K 3 -- eBmB
A simultaneous solution of (2) and (4) is facilitated by the use of Laplace
transforms. If it is assumed that initiaIly T m = T B = T o , the transform of
T is found to be
m
TIn(S) - To KI(S + K3) (5)
Tin - T O S(S-S1)(S-S 2)
where S 1 and S 2 are determined from
S1, 2 2 (K1 + K2 1 2 (6)
The inverse of (5) is
Tm TO = K + + e
T.in - To ! SI(SI - s2_e $2($2 - SI)
(7)
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An examination of the order of magnitude of the terms which make up the
parameters K 1, K 2, andK 3 reveals that bothK 1 >> K 3 andK 2 >> K 3. As
a consequence, approximate solutions for S 1 and S 2 obtained from (6) are
.., K1K 3
S 2 -
KI+K 2
(8)
S i - _ (K I + K 2) (9)
By inserting these expressions in (7) there results
T -T
m o
T. - T Oin
=I-C 1 e -t/"rl
- C 2 (io)
where
K /(K +K2)C1 1 1 (11)
C 2 = K2/(K 1+ K 2)
1 1
n- ---- -
1 S 1 K 1 + K 2
1 KI+ K2
2 S 2 K K1 3
(12)
(13)
(14)
The significance of terms in Equation tiuj.... carl bc asccrLahled by first uL±llzmg'""'
the definitions of K 1, K 2 and K 3 so as to obtain the relations
1
_I I + ST(AQ/Ain)
1 + ST(AQ/Ain) I
T2 = ST_ 'J
mfCv )fnfCp
(15)
(16)
C
C
1
1 + ST(AQ/Ain)
ST(AQ/Ain)
1 + ST(AQ/Ain)
(17)
(18)
where ST = hAin/rhfCp is a Stanton number.
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The Stanton number appears with great frequency in the above relations. This
parameter is a function of a Reynolds number based on sensor inlet velocity
and a characteristic cavity dimension; moreover, its magnitude increases as
Reynolds number decreases. For the sensor under consideration, the approx-
imate range of Stanton numbers is from 0.003 to 0.02. The area ratio AQ/Ain
which always appears with the Stanton number is approximately 100; hence, the
product ST(AQ/Ain) is of order 1 (i. e., ranges from about 0.3 to 2.0). As a
consequence, the terms involving ST(AQ/Ain) in Equations (15) through (18)
do not vary by large orders of magnitude.
and are determined by first realizing that: (1)The significance of _-1 _2
mfcv is the change in internal energy per °R or fluid within the sensor, (2)
mBc B is the change in internal energy per °R of the sensor body, and (3)
rhfCp the change in enthalpy per °R of fluid as it passes through the sensor.
It is thus evident that T1 has the significance of a purging-time constant,
whereas _'2 has the significance of a body heating- (or cooling-) time con-
stant. The value of _1 is normally in the millisecond range and does not
vary significantly with inlet conditions. On the other hand, _2 is largely
dependent on the inlet mass flow rate rhf. Consequently, where inlet densi-
ties are sufficiently small (as may occur in hypersonic boundary layers) T2
can attain an order of magnitude of several minutes. The value of "r2 will
be reduced considerably if, as with the sensor under consideration, the body
receives significant amounts of heat from an external fluid stream.
The effect of miniaturization on sensor response may be deduced from equa-
tions (15) and (16). If the sensor inlet velocity is held constant and if dimen-
sional ratios do not vary as the characteristic sensor dimension 2` is reduced,
then
mB" 2`3
mf _. 2`3
rhf -_ ,(,2
Consequently, both I-1 and _2 will tend to vary directly with 2, . Minia-
turization therefore results in more favorable sensor response characteris-
tics.
Because of the dependence of C 1 and C 2 on Stanton number, as indicated in
(17) and (18), C 1 will decrease and C 2 increase as Reynolds number de-
creases. (Note that the sum of C 1 and C 2 is always 1.0.) These trends,
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when combined with characteristics deduced for I- 2, indicate that qualitively
the sensor characteristics change with inlet air density as shown in Figure B1.
The near vertical rise of the curves near time zero results from T1 being
always very small. The height of this rise is approximately equal to C 1; con-
sequently, the initial rise is smaller at the lower density which, in general,
corresponds to a lower Reynolds number.
1.0.
T - T O
TIN - T O
0
I _ LOW INLET DENSITY
0 TIME
Figure B1. Qualitative Response Characteristics
Deduced from Analysis
FILM C OE FFIC IENT DE TE RMINA TION
A method has been devised for determining from response data the average
convection coefficient for heat transfer from the fluid inside the cavity to the
cavity walls. From equations (17) and (18} of the foregoing analysis, there
arises a relation between Stanton number and the constants C 1 and C 2 given
by A. C 2in
ST = (19)
AQ C 1
The analysis shows, in addition, that C 1 is proportional to the initial rise in
indicated sensor temperature due to purging of the oscillator cavities, and that
C 1 + C 2 = 1. Thus, the ratio C2/C 1 is readily obtained from oscillator
response which, in general, describe curves similar to those shown inFigure
B1.
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A precise step increase in inlet temperature cannot be obtained experimentally.
More generally, the change in inlet air temperature with time is described by
the relation
Tin TO = 1 - n e -t/T3 (20)
T*. - Tin o
where T ;;_. is the steady-state inlet temperature, and n and _'3 are con-
zn
stants which are associated with the system supplying fluid to the sensor. The
magnitude of T3 is such that _1 < < T3 < T2" A sensor-response analysis
was carried out wherein the inlet temperature was described_by (20); the
results showed that the initial rise in indicated temperature l i.e., the initial
rise in (T m - T o ) / (T"'in - T o ) is given by H = (l-n) C 1. Since C 1+ C2= 1,
there results
C2 (l-n)
- - 1 (21)
c l_
1
Thus, from experimentally determined values of H and n, C2/C 1 can be
calculated from (21), and the corresponding Stanton number from (19).
Stanton numbers were determined from the experimental response data of an
insulated 4-kc fluid oscillator. The results shown in Figure B2 indicate that
the general level of Stanton numbers is significantly higher than found in
turbulent rectangular duct flows at the same Reynolds number. The trend
of Stanton number with Reynolds number could not be ascertained because of
data scatter.
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Figure B2. Oscillator Stanton Numbers
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SHROUD FLOW ANALYSIS
Accuracy of the temperature sensor depends on, (1) the proximity of the tem-
perature of ingested fluid to free stream total temperature, and (2) the extent
of extraneous energy transfer away from the sensor body. To a large extent
these factors are related to the fluid temperature within the shroud as well
as the shroud wall temperature.
I
I
Intrinsic in fluid systems operating at high temperatures (e, g., 2000°R) is
significant thermal energy transfer by radiation as well as by conduction and
by convection. The existence of all three transfer modes precludes acquisi-
tion of meaningful results by cursory analysis. For this reason, the shroud
flow problem was formulated for automatic computer solution, thereby facili-
tating realistic representation of all modes of energy transfer. A simple one-
dimensional flow model was assumed so as to provide as much generality of
I results as possible. An outline of the analysis follows this discussion.
Computer runs were made to simulate flow conditions in the shroud of the
high-temperature probe. Inlet conditions were varied to cover the possible
I of encountered in practice. The results pre-range operating parameters
sented in Figure B3 show the longitudinal variation of fluid bulk temperature
I and shroud wall temperature.
I "- _- _ 1 I ._,,_
I I _ _ / / A/ 7/--=
I ",_'__ I / l e=,o Psi. fM-=' -/ Y (M2, j/L t .-,oj
| o.__------_=____
I 0, -m-__;z;:::___
1 =?PSi' ::::0[
m 1 ______ FLUID BULK
0.6
T T = 3660"R TEMPERATURE
T_=0.062 s._ouoWAU.
O_ D = 0.240 IN. TEMPERA" UREe=l.O J
o:s 1.o _.s _ 2.s 3.0 3.5 4.0 ,,.s
X/D
Figure B3. Computed Shroud Flow and Shroud Wall Temperature
I
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From the values calculated for wall temperatures, one becomes aware of the
significant effect of thermal radiation on shroud temperature. For example,
if there existed no thermal radiation, the minimum wall temperature would
be somewhere between internal gas temperature and external recovery tem-
perature. This means that Tw/T T would be greater than 0.9. That the
minimum wall value ranges instead between 0.65 and 0.75 is an obvious man-
ifestation of the effect of radiation.
The results inFigureB3also indicate that if inlet air is to be ingested at free
stream total temperature, the sensor inlet sbould be located very near the
shroud inlet, i.e., at X/D < 0.5. This estimate is, in reality, somewhat
conservative since near the inlet, deviations in local fluid temperature from
free-stream total temperature exist in a thin thermal boundary layer adjacent
to the shroud wall. Hence, there exists a center core of fluid that remains at
free stream total temperature for several diameters downstream.
The significantly higher wall temperatures near the shroud inlet also suggest
forward mounting of the sensor. Such an arrangement would insure minimum
stray thermal losses from the sensor body by radiation.
Data for various inlet conditions in Figure B3 indicate that the effect of various
thermal transfers on equilibrium temperature is primarily a function of in-
ternal shroud pressure, i.e., pitotpressure. Thus, where extreme preci-
sion is desired, the analysis suggests correlation of correction factors for
stray thermal losses in terms of pitot pressure.
ANALYSIS OF HEAT TRANSFER IN A SHROUD SYSTEM
Estimates of the effectiveness of a shroud in thermally isolating a tempera-
ture sensor may be obtained from a heat transfer study of a one-dimensional
model of such a system. The model employed is illustrated inFigure B4.
SHOCKWAVE-3,/ t
/1111 I l l l l _i ll ll ll l lM
T _ _ ..... _ Ms' Is" Ps
Figure B4. Shroud Model for Heat Transfer Study
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The analysis centers around a heat flux balance for a circumferential element
of the shroud illustrated in Figure B5.
q3
k
" I/ II
Ts --F
q4
Figure B5. Heat Balance on Shroud Element
Under steady-state conditions it is required that
ql = q2 + q3 + q4
If it is assumed that temperature are functions only of x,
rates in Equation (22) can be written as
dT
bS wql = - kw dx
dT w
q2 - kwbS / d"--_ +
q3
d2Tw I _
dx2 I _'"
_ T 4
= heSdX (T w Tr) + caSd x w
(22)
then the heat flux
(23)
q4 = hsSdX (Tw - Ts)
By inserting (23) in (22) there results after some manipulation
d2Tw - (_s + _e)Tw - kT4 = - (_s T + _eTr )
dx_ w s
(24)
It should be noted that in (23) the radiative heat flux to the surroundings is
given as ca S dxT 4 • This formulation is based on the assumptions: (1)
w
that the gas is non-radiating and (2) that the fourth power of the absolute
81
temperature of the surroundings (e. g., the tunnel walls) is a small fraction of
the Tw4. For example, if T
Consequently, omission of the surrounding temperature term from the equa-
tion results in less than a 1 percent error in computed radiative heat flux.
Within the shroud, the enthalpy of the gas increases with x at the rate at which
heat is transferred from the interior shroud wall.
pressed as
or
A boundary condition at
vection to and heat conduction away from the leading edge of the shroud.
the geometry shown in Figure B6.
!
!
w = 2000°R and the surrounding are at 600°F, then I
600 4 1 4 1 I
2--ffff6 = 3-75g -- fgg-
the s _rrounding :em_erature tern _ fr _m the eq_a- I
• er<:ent rror i_1 cmputed r dii tir c t fl x.
lpy _f t e as ir crease ith _ t t _ r _t t _hict I
i t_rior hrouc: all. This process can be ex-
oUACpdT s = hsSdX(T w - T s) (25) I
dT 4Nu_ I
d@ = _ (T w - Ts ) (26)
D r s I
x = 0 arises from requiring a balance of heat con-
ction away from the lead_ Ig e For I
.gure
-kwSb dd--_ =-_ (T T - T w) (27) I
!
!
fT T Tr I
I
I
Figure B6. Shroud Leading Edge Geometry I
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The Nusselt number for heat transfer to the forward surface of a cylinder in
cross flow was taken from ref. 5 as
bh 0.8= (28)
For the problem under consideration, the velocity u and the fluid properties
were assumed equal to those existing behind a normal shock wave in the free
stream. Consequently, the flow velocity and fluid properties at the leading
edge are approximately the same as those found in the internal shroud flow.
Equations (27) and (28) can therefore be combined to obtain the expression
-I (+)dTw = - 1.26 _/ ReDT (T T- Tw )dX X--0
At the trailing edge of the shroud, the wall temperature is calculated from
(29)
4 [sTs + _ T([s + _e)Tw + kTw = - _e r (30)
The wall temperature value obtained from (30) is the equilibrium value cor-
responding to negligible longitudinal heat conduction in the wall.
The temperature of the fluid within the shroud at X=0 is set equal to the free
stream total temperature Tm. This initial condition and Equations (24), (26),
(29), and (30) constitute the _formulation of the shroud heat transfer problem.
These equations were programmed for digital computer solution using the
Runge-Kutta forward integration technique. The boundary condition (30) was
satisfied using an iterative method where various values of Tw(0) were speci-
fied.
Fluid property values (k, _, p, Cp) were calculated at the following respective
pressures and temperature:
ao Properties of internal flow: temperature TT, pressure PT down-
stream of a normal shock in the free stream
bo Properties of external flow: temperature T = T + 0.5 (T r - T=o) ,
Pressure P==.
T
r
was calculated from
T r = T + _r (TT- T ) (31)
83
where _r = _-l_-r for laminar boundary layers.
Nu D was computed from the expression
0. 077 3Re]_Pr/X
Nu D = 4.36 + (32)
1 + 0. 107 5/ReDPr/X
which is an approximate fit to results of an analysis performed by Kays (ref. 6)
for simultaneous development of velocity and thermal profiles in a circular
duct. Nu was computed from
X
3
Nu x = 0. 406 "Vr_-r V" Re x (33)
which is a solution for heat transfer to a flat plate under the condition of uni-
form convective heat flux.
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APPENDIX C
CHROME COMPOSITE
(CHROME 30)
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PRECEDING PAGE BLAI_iK _OT, FJ21L._ED.
APPENDIX C
CHROME COMPOSITE
(CHROME 30)
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Tensile strength, extruded bar
Elongation, extruded bar over 1-i/4" length
Tensile strength, forged
Hardness as extruded
Hardness, carburized
Density
Oxidation, i00 hours at 2500°R
Conductivity, thermal
Expansion at 0-1700°R
Expansion at 1700-2500_R
Electrical resistivity
Emissivity, 1700°R and above
56 500 psi at 530°R
23 000 psi at 2300°R
4 800 psi at 3000°R
15g at 530°R
19g at ll00°R
35 000 psi at 530°R
18 000 psi at 2300°R
6 300 psi at 3100°R
1 800 psi at 3600°R
RB81
RC65
0. 238 lbs/cu, in.
0. 003 gms/cm 2 wt.gain
35 BTU/hr/ft2°R/ft at 530°R
4, I x 10-6in/in°R
5.2 x 10-6in/in°R
4.8 x i0-5 ohm-cm
0.85
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APPENDIX D
PROBE SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
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APPENDIX D
PROBE SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
Two low-temperature probe assemblies, probe A and probe B
Three high-temperature probe assemblies, probes CI, C2 and C3.
Pressure transducer, Kistler Model 601L
Pressure Transducer, Atlantic Model LC-65
Amplifier - filter, Honeywell
Amplifier and power supply, Tektronix Type L and Type 132 respectively
Vacuum pump, Gask Model 0521-V3-GI80B
Engine ering data
Engineering drawings
Photographs
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CALIBRATION DATA
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Probe A a
CALIBRATION DATA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Inlet total
pressure, psia
4.59
6.54
8.43
10.4
535
25 148
25 413
25 773
25 925
12.3
14.3
16.3
18.3
20.3
22.4
24.3
28.5
32.4
38.4
44.3
54.3
64.3
74.3
25 975
25 946
25 990
26 005
25 980
25 978
26 013
26 113
26 175
26 205
_b _bU
26 304
26 37l
26 450
710
(b)
29 890
30 197
30 490
30 507
30 635
30 550
30 424
30 409
30 418
30 430
30 497
30 507
30 530
30 50u
30 519
30 561
30 606
910
34 201
34 440
34 650
34 680
34 726
34 750
34 560
34 490
34 502
34 430
34 480
34 628
34 600
34 690
34 691
34 680
aoscillation frequency is in cycles per second.
bBlank spaces indicate no data taken.
Inlet temperature, °R
1110 1510
37 600
37 710
37 770 43 600
37 800 43 620
37 780 43 620
37 770 43 618
37 788 43 600
37 740 43 670
37 700 43 670
37 732 43 650
f
37 700 43 530
37 707 43 650
37 760 43 540
37 835
1710 1910
46 200
46 250
46 250
46 276 48 600
46 376 48 710
46 400 46 840
46 260 46 836
46 145 48 630
46 210 48 650
2110
51 276
51 157
95
96
Probe B a
CALIBRATION DATA
Inlet total
pressure, psia
1.27
1.37
1.47
1.57
1.67
1.87
2.05
2.54
3.50
4.48
6.38
8.30
10.25
12.2
14.1
16.1
18.1
19.9
22.2
24.2
28.3
32.2
38.2
44. 1
54. I
64. l
37
23 411
23 636
23 905
24 016
24 090
24 180
24 291
24 620
25 070
25 608
26 010
26 278
26 316
26 307
26 255
26 190
26 135
26 090
26 065
26 076
26 142
26 197
26 250
26 273
26 331
26 375
910
(b)
Inlet temperature, °R
1110 1_ 10 1710
34 000
34 470 37 700
34 250 37 692
34 144 37 632
34 178
37 674
34 180
34 150 37 660
43 400 46 050
43 524 46 050
43 710 46 102
43 808 46 200
43 950 46 270
46 704
I_I0
48 727
49 316
44 130
34 160 37 631 43 980 46 902 49 590
34 122 37 786 43 880 46 816 49 606
34 190 37 721 43 762 46 683 49 517
34 195 37 747 43 771 49 357
a , .
Osclfia_on frequency is in cycles per second.
bBlank spaces indicate no data taken.
2110
52 090
52 082
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
CALIBRATION DATA
Oscillation
frequency, cps
53 420
53 225
53 O00
52 OO0
51 900
51 000
50 O00
49 000
48 O00
47 000
46 760
46 000
44 880
44 700
44 500
44 000
43 000
41 500
40 O00
39 000
38 000
37 500
37 000
36 000
24 600
24 665
Inlet temperature. °R
C1 C2
(b)
2802
2625
2512
2387
2290
2185
2050 2030
1957
1832 1850
1815
1777
1697 1660
1537 1450
1410
1315
1300
1203
536
535
aInlet total pressure = I atmosphere
bBlank spaces indicate no date taken
C3
2800
2747
2617
2495
2357
2240
2130
2025
1933
1850
1787
1687
1567
1460
1405
1330
1255
1185
535
97
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APPENDIX F
HIGH TEMPERATURE DATA
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TEMPERATURE DATA
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Experimental Sensor
Inlet total
pressure, psia
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
2O
22
24
25
26
28
3O
35
4O
45
5O
55
6O
65
70
53O
22 719
23 057
23 257
23 225
23 234
23 222
23 245
23 245
23 256
23 254
23 235
23 237
23 250
23 253
23 260
23 236
23 236
23 238
23 245
23 241
23 228
23 218
23 221
Inlet temperature, °R
1660
(b)
40 403
40 415
40 467
40 476
40 473
40 476
40 437
40 439
40 458
43 620
40 479
40 461
40 453
40 396
40 438
40 443
1960
43 372
43 481
43 496
43 537
43 691
43 666
43 636
43 568
43 544
43 620
43 580
43 572
43 578
43 605
43 611
43 6O5
aoscfllation frequency is in cycles per second.
bBlank spaces indicate no data taken.
2260
47 095
47 186
47 379
47 470
47 485
47 520
47 528
47 557
47 557
47 583
47 589
47 591
47 598
47-594
47 581
47 571
47 574
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